Canadian Minerals and Metals Plan Survey - NWT
As a component of the Canadian Minerals and Metals Plan, the National Geological Surveys Committee
is seeking your input to assist us with the development of a Pan-Canadian Geoscience Strategy. Please
take a few minutes to answer the following questions:
1.

2.

Do you consider the following pan-Canadian priorities listed below to be priorities for you to
support your work in the Northwest Territories (NWT) (or any other province)?
Y/N
Y / N Framework geological mapping and associated thematic studies
Y / N Mineral and petroleum potential assessments
Y / N Improved access to online data and information
Are there other geoscience activities that you consider to be priorities in the NWT?
Please list them below.

Regarding student training and public education, we are seeking some clarity on what skills you see as
the most important for student training, and what target audiences/messages you would like geological
surveys to focus on should we increase our investment in public outreach and education. Please provide
input on the following:
3.

4.

With respect to the roles of geological surveys beyond those noted in questions 1 and 2, please
indicate whether you feel the following activities are important for surveys to take on:
Y/N
Y/N
Y / N Hands on training of geologists
Y / N Public education on geoscience
For hands-on training of geologists, rank the following items in terms of importance
(1 most important):

__ Field Mapping __ Metallogeny __ Other __________________
__ Petrology __ Geophysics

5.

For public education on geoscience, rank these audiences in terms of importance
(1 most important):

__ General Public
__ Youth
__ Other ___________________
__ Indigenous Communities __ Tourists
6.

What geoscience information is the most important to communicate to the public
(1 most important)?

__ The mining cycle
__ Energy

__ Landscapes __ Groundwater
__ Other _______________________

Other comments?

Thank you in advance for your participation.
Name: _____________________________________ Email: _________________________________
Company/Affiliation_____________________________________ Tel:__________________________
Geoscientist

Prospector

Engineer

Student

Other______________________________

Please send your completed survey to Landen_Powell@gov.nt.ca.

